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Abstract—This paper provides a comparative analysis of
modern electronic voting systems based on security criteria. The
development of reliable and safe e-voting systems is relevant
because of the wide range of applications . A comparative
analysis was conducted on the most popular modern e-voting
systems used in several countries to point out strengths
and weaknesses of each one. The comparison gives better
understanding of the current state of those systems and can be
used in creating a more secure and reliable e-voting system.
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Electronic voting(e-voting) is a term that encompasses several different types of voting methods and electronic means
of counting votes. E-voting systems include punched cards,
optical voting systems and specialized voting kiosks (including
stand-alone electronic systems for direct voting), and means
for the transmission of ballots and votes by telephone, via the
private computer network or via the Internet. Such systems
would speed up the counting of votes and make voting
more accessible and transparent. However, weak e-voting
systems could encourage electoral fraud. The advantages and
disadvantages of modern E-voting solutions and technologies
should be explored in order to create a secure system. This
study focuses on the electronic systems through which the
entire electoral process (voter registration, voting and counting
votes) is conducted. The study distinguishes the standard
functionality of e-voting systems[1-2].
Standard e-voting systems include the following modules:
electronic voter lists and a method of voter identification,

•

interface for polling station staff,

•

interface for voters,

•

system for sending votes to count,

•

interface to show results.

integrity of elections,

•

privacy of the vote,

•

authenticity of the voters,

•

verifiability of the votes,

•

protection against attacks,

•

ensuring the confidentiality of personal data.

At the international level, the systems developed and tested
today have some security problems. A great deal of scientific
literature has been devoted to this study, but a number of
questions remain[1,3-6]. Even the best e-voting systems this
day have some drawbacks. The study reviews electoral systems
in some countries, where e-voting was used during elections.
The comparative analysis is carried out on the basis of the
basic safety criteria, based on the abundant literature available.
The results of the comparative analysis are shown in a table
that provides a complete picture and a clear understanding of
the advantages and limitations of modern e-voting systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

•

•

II. E- VOTING SYSTEMS
A. How e-voting systems work
Research has been active in the last twenty years to create
secure voting systems. These systems are based on public key
cryptographic systems and the approach that the voter’s vote
is encrypted with a public key that corresponds to it. The
private key is distributed among the members of the electoral
commission, so the members of the electoral commission
will be able to decrypt and count the votes together. In
addition, to ensure the secrecy of the ballots special methods
are used (MIX network, additive homomorphic encryption
systems...)[7-8]. The initial systems were based on the assumption that each voter has sufficient amount of technical
skills and can perform complex operations like encryption on
their own. This approach was of theoretical interest and could
not be applied to create voting systems because the majority
of voters do not have technical skills, so those systems cannot
be considered reliable in elections.
After 2000, two main directions began to appear in election
systems: e-voting using special ballots for on-site voting, and
internet voting using personal computers to send the vote via
internet. The latter is undoubtedly more convenient but study

The e-voting system should correspond to a series of criteria,
which can be divided into two important groups, primary based on security and safety of the system, and secondary based on user friendliness and accessibility.
System safety requirements are:
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has shown that reliability of internet voting can be lacking
due to personal computers not being secure enough. If the
person wants to vote for candidate X and tells the computer
to do so, the connection might be intercepted and a vote
for candidate Y may be sent instead. Many internet voting
protocols have been proposed since then to use for elections
in different countries (like Norway, where e-voting have been
used exclusively) which will be analyzed in Section 3.
All voting systems must have the following phases[2]:
•

Setup phase. Parameters of election are formed and
publicized. Those parameters include encryption keys,
number of candidates, voter lists, etc.

•

Ballot filling phase. During this phase, the voters
prepare their vote with a special ballot or personal
computer. The result should be a ballot or e-ballot with
voter’s personal info embedded in it.

•

Ballot registration phase. The ballot with embedded
info and voter’s personal number are sent to public
ballot storage.

•

Ballot anonymity phase. Voter’s info is removed from
the ballot, which is then encoded and as a result a ballot
without voter info is collected. The authenticity of the
ballot can be checked via private keys that are only
given to election committee.

•

Counting phase. The committee uses the private key
parts in their possession to create the complete key to
decode all the ballots and count the votes.

the same and thus indistinguishable inside the ballot box. It
is harder to keep the privacy in e-voting systems. In modern
systems only the whole committee or sometimes a coalition
in the committee is able to decode the ballot to uncover a
voter’s ballot. This means that in modern e-voting systems, if
everyone in the committee is working together, it is possible
to violate the privacy of the voters.
3. Authenticity of the voters. Authenticity of the voters
means that only eligible voters can cast a vote and that they
can do it only once. To ensure this the system must have a
module that will authenticate and register the voters. Usually,
a government-issued ID is used for this but some systems use
cryptographic methods like an electronic signature.
4. Verifiability of the voter. Verifiability is a criterion that
gives e-voting an advantage over regular methods of voting. It
means that anyone can check to see if their vote was counted in
the elections as well as see if it was changed or not. To ensure
verifiability the voter must be able to check the integrity of
their ballot during all 3 of the following phases: when they
register to vote, when they send their ballot and when their
ballot is counted. If fraud is commited, verifiability of the
system is responsible of alerting a person and the committee.
5. Protection against attacks This criteria ensures that each
vote cannot be tampered with. It is largely connected to the
secrecy of the vote, if the information about the vote is not
accessible, it cannot be changed. The system should also be
secure against attacks that are commited before the vote is
cast, for example if the attacker makes it impossible to cast a
vote or makes the voter vote for the wrong candidate. In both
cases, if given enough information, the voter should be able
to spot the tampering and report it to the system.
6. Ensuring the confidentiality of personal data. Ensuring
the confidentiality of personal data means that no one, even the
voter cannot prove who they have voted for. This means that
confidentiality is not done for the voter but for the security of
the system and lowering the rate of common election frauds
such as bribes.
These are the main security criteria that portray an ideal
voting system. In the next section we will take a look at
modern e-voting systems and provide a comparative analysis
of their advantages and disadvantages.

B. Closer look at the security criteria of e-voting systems
Numerous security criteria have been proposed for e-voting
systems, some of which are mandatory for all systems, some
may be mandatory only during special elections. Let’s take a
closer look at the most importants of them[9-11].
1. Integrity of elections. Ensuring the accuracy of elections
is the main and most important criteria, without it, the system
is unusable. The criteria are broken down into 3 parts.
• Accuracy: ensuring that all registered ballots are
accurate. This means that all the ballots that are to
be counted are sent by eligible voters for competing
candidates.
•

Completeness: all the ballots are counted, no ballot is
ignored or erased.

•

Stability: no ballot is subject to change after being sent
to ballot storage.

III. A NALYSIS OF E - VOTING SYSTEMS IN DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES

In this section, we will take a look at e-voting systems that
have been used for various elections in different countries and
analyze them in terms of criteria given in Section 1.
Norway. In 2011 Norway held local elections using a cryptographic e-voting system developed by SCYTL. This system
uses paper ballots, but it was one of the first instances of
keeping the connection between the voter and the system using
external communications, in this case it was sms messages.
One of the main flaws of this system is that anyone that can
get their hands on a receipt provided by the system can tell
who the voter voted for, which is a violation of privacy criteria.
This also makes the system vulnerable to attacks as a lot of

It is evident that without these basic principles, fair elections
cannot be organized, thus making Integrity the essential criteria for any system.
2. Privacy of the vote. When it comes to paper ballots,
privacy of the votes is kept by making all the ballots visually
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Country
Norway
USA
Netherlands
Brazil
Estonia
Canada

Integrity
4
4
84
4
84
4

Privacy
8
8
8
4
4
4

Authenticity
4
4
8
4
4
4

Verifiability
8
4
8
8
4
8

Protection
48
48
8
8
8
8

Confidentiality
4
8
8
8
4
8

TABLE I
C OMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT COUNTRIES ’ E - VOTING SYSTEMS , BASED ON SECURITY CRITERIA

faith is being put in voter’s ability to protect their information
themselves. It has been noted by many observers that clientside security of the system still remains lacking, so it is more
prone to attacks during the voting process. More info about
this system is given in[12-13].
USA. Scantegrity II e-voting system was used in 2009 in
USA for municipal elections. This system uses paper ballots,
which are scanned after voting and then processed digitally.
Cryptographic methods are used to generate and count ballots.
The scanners used in this system are vulnerable to attacks,
usage of paper ballots greatly reduces the safety of voter
data, and generation of needed cryptographic methods assumes
the existence of a trusted third party, so the privacy and
confidentiality of user information still remains a problem for
US voters[14-16].
Netherlands. E-voting in the Netherlands started to be
discussed as early as 2006. Several experiments have been
conducted, including the possibility of voting over internet,
but ultimately all systems have been rejected because of public
distrust and unreliability of those e-voting systems. As to the
systems mentioned above, e-voting systems in the Netherlands
used paper ballots for elections, created via specialized ballot
printers, but designing and testing a sufficiently protected
ballot printer was judged to be infeasible for any practical election process. The systems designed were practically
helpless against external threats, which led to public distrust
and ultimate abolishment of e-voting in the Netherlands. As
the system did not meet the required safety criteria, the
Netherlands government decided not to turn back to paperbased manual voting and counting[17-18].
Brazil. Currently, in Brazil, all votes are cast by e-voting
machines.In 2000, the Brazilian government had converted to
fully e-voting and deployed over 400,000 kiosk-style machines
in elections that year. This machines are quite unusual as they
tally the votes once voting finishes producing digital and paper
report of the number of votes. After the vote the machine prints
out a ballot for the voter to put in a box to be counted in case of
a recount. These paper-trail machines were successfully used
during the election in Brazil but they still heavily rely on paper
voting and cannot act as a standalone system. Paper-based
voting system and the unusual structure of voting machines
cause many vulnerabilities during elections, which is a reason
for concern. Another major concern in Brazil elections is
the ability for poll station workers to vote for absentees, by
acquiring needed voter data, which is easy to obtain due to
insecurities within the system, recently a biometric verification

requirement was put in place but the vulnerability within the
system still remains intact[19-20].
Estonia. Estonia introduced e-voting systems for their elections as early as 2003 and since then have steadily improved
the quality of those systems.The most notable change is
heavier leaning into internet voting, which is still considered
insecure by many security experts.Studies have shown that
even though the system itself is quite reliable, Estonian evoting relies on insecure public channels to send information
about the vote. In 2014, a team of security experts claimed
that they can breach the Estonian system, change or erase
votes, but no substantial changes have been made to the system
since then. Estonian e-voting system is considered one of
the best in terms of security nowadays and is widely used,
understanding the problems of this system will undoubtedly
help to build a more secure and reliable system that can
be widely used. The concern about integrity of the system
arose when computer experts claimed that the system which
transmitted ballots was rather insecure and prone to attacks,
thus endangering the integrity of the ballots. Upon review the
Estonian National Election Committee claimed that there was
no need to temporarily suspend the use of internet ballots,
raising a controversy between National Information System
Authority and independent researchers[21-24].
Canada. An internet voting system is used for over 60
municipality elections in Canada. The system was evaluated
in Internet voting known as 2012 Jellybean internet voting
election. Although the system showed outstanding results
in user experience, availability and general user-friendliness,
many flaws were identified in the security part of the system,
such as unreliable verifiability of the vote and low evaluations
of robustness and safety of voting. Based on the test results,
Canadian officials decided not to introduce the system for
General Elections[25].
It is evident that the main problem of modern e-voting systems is protection against attacks during voting, counting and
especially while transmitting the votes. The issue of creating
a sufficiently secure system is widely discussed nowadays. A
lot of propositions include creating a secure channel for ballot
transmissions, because that’s the problem that can be solved
technologically, voters would always be at risk of human error
during voting, but having a secure communication between
the voting device and the system is crucial to lowering the
risk of fraud[26-30]. The main idea that is discussed today is
using cryptography and blockchain to have a secure channel
between the device and the system, which require entirely
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new and questionable security protocols. These techniques
may undoubtedly be helpful for secrecy but they don’t address
several security issues of e-voting discussed in[31].
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IV. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A comparative analysis of various e-voting systems based
on security criteria have been conducted. The main problems
of modern voting systems are the need for paper ballots, which
make systems vulnerable to human error, and usage of insecure
communication channels to send voter data, which make
the system vulnerable to external threats. One of the main
problems of creating reliable e-voting systems is designing a
secure infrastructure for all stages of elections, thus getting rid
of human factors. Based on the analysis, we can conclude that
modern systems are not secure against external attacks, and
this should be the main area of focus in newer systems. This
can serve as a basis for creating more secure e-voting systems
in the future, which are based on the systems used today but
will have an added layer of protection, e.g., a stenographic
system for the security of the public channel, storage and
transfer of critical information during an election.
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